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Abstract

•
Aerodynamic theory provides an approach to study flight design of birds and also to

examine the evolutionary design of their morphology. Recent research has obtained the

aerodynamic performance of swallow and pipette bird and also analyzed the air flow

around the bodies and wings. Aerodynamic performance of swallow bird (hirundo

rustica) and pipette bird (scaly-breasted munia) has been obtained experimentally.

Swallow bird has been studied at two Reynolds numbers; i.e. 4.44 x 104 (12 m/s) and

o 4.81 x 104 (13 m/s) whereas pipette bird (scaly-breasted munia) at Reynolds numbers

2.88 x 104 and 3.11 x 104 corresponding to 12 mls and 13 mls respectively. As results, it

has clearly shown that swallow bird has the ability to get better lift compared to the

pipette bird when they fly at same speed and angle of attack. In terms of drag,

swallow has less than pipette but the swallow's drag turns to higher value when it

reached near the stall angle. A 3-dimensional simulation using a Computational Fluid

Dynamic (CFD) code, FLUENT 6.0 is run under same conditions as in the wind tunnel

test section. The simulation is done to predict the aerodynamics performance and also to

illustrate pressure contour and velocity vector around the bird's body. Simulation results

and experimental results have shown a fairly good agreement. Meanwhile, the pressure

contours and velocity vectors have shown that the Bernoulli's principle is obeyed.
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r) 1. Introduction

Study of bird's flight is now come out very interesting when the study involved

the several types of birds in the world. Each type of bird has their own flight

•
characteristics applicable for their nature of life. Therefore, the comparison analysis can

be made to collect data to optimize the development of any flying machine. In the past,

different points of view have been adopted to conduct flight of bird' s studies,-depending

on the background education and the personal interest of the scientists involved.

Meseguer et al. (2003) have studied the alula effect for high lift device. The influence of

the alula in the wing aerodynamics is similar to that of leading edge slats in aircraft wing,

which are only operating during take-off and landing operations. Ramakrishnanda and

Wong (1999) have investigated on animating bird flight using aerodynamics. They

employed aerodynamic principles for the physical animation of bird flight. Hedenstrom

(2002) has studied on aerodynamics, evolution and ecology of avian of flight using

sophisticated techniques, has generated new and exciting insights about the evolution of

flight, the function of tails and the ecological adaptations to a flying lifestyle. One of the

aerodynamic advantages of bird flight is 'V' formation flying (P. Seiler et al., 2003). The

theory would be confirm if it is observed that the variation in wing tip spacing is larger

for birds farther form the leader than for the birds closer to the leader. Lissaman and

Shollenberger (1970) have revealed that birds gain some aerodynamic advantage when in

a linear formations such as the 'V', 'J' or echelon. Most of the past researchers used the
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wind tunnel test to investigate the aerodynamics lift and drag around wing airfoil. With

the improvement of computer technology and performance, the prediction of two

dimensional and three-dimensional flow structures can be made cheaply and consumed

less time for analysis. This paper presents the comparison results between aerodynamic

(~) performances of swallow and pipette bird by using experimental investigation. Beside

that, computer simulation has been done in order to consolidate the experimental

results. The results of three-velocity components and pressure contours for several

Reynolds number also are presented in this paper.

• 2. Birds (swallow and pipette) and wings characteristics

Swallow bird or specific named as bam swallow (hirundo rustica) is a small

perching bird found almost everywhere in the world. They are small type of bird and

C) having long narrow wings, forked tail and weak feet. Therefore, they can make abrupt

changes a top speed in different directions during flying. Pipette bird or scientifically

named as scaly-breasted munia are now quite common in Malaysia and Singapore. They

are found even in urban areas as well as cultivated lands, grasslands, scrub and secondary

growth. Rapid fluctuating flight and gliding into cover are the flight characteristics of

pipette bird.

To analyze the flight of birds from an engineering point of view, in an extreme

simplification of the problem, it can be said that birds can fly either by gliding or by

flapping. The aerodynamics of wing sections is a complex problem in fluid mechanics

that is satisfactorily solved at present. However, the analysis of the fluid movement
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around an airfoil of bird's wmg requires both experimental testing and computer

simulation for faster and cheaper technique for analysis.

Tricker and Tricker (1967) have revealed that the bird's wing is similar to the

human arm in many aspects. Both comprise shoulder, elbow and wrist joints followed by

/ ) metacarpals (fingers). The portion of the wing between the shoulder joint and the elbow

joint is not aerodynamically significant for most birds and can be neglected in

•
o

calculations. The cross-section of a bird's wing is quite similar to the aerofoil section of

an aircraft (Houghton and Carruthers, 1982). The reader is referred to Tricker and Tricker

(1967) for the anatomical details of a bird's flight muscles and to Anderson (1991) for

definitions of the aerofoil parameters.

In years 1997 and 1998, several parameters of the wing geometry of almost four

hundred and fifty birds, belonging to forty different species living in Spain, have been

measured (the biometry method has been published elsewhere, Alvarez et aI., 1997). The

following parameters are used to obtain the characteristic of bird's wing as shown in

Figure 1.
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M = mass of the bird

Sb = total lifting surface

Sw = wing area

C) From these contours, the wing area, Sw and the total lifting surface of each bird Sb, have

been obtained (the total lifting surface Sb has been defined according to Pennycuick

•
o

(1989), as Sb = 2Sw+ Ltcw, where Lt is the width of the thorax, Lt = Lb - 2Lw, wing load

WI = Mg/Sband to the wing geometry, the bird aspect ratio, AR = L2b/Sb). Three birds for

each swallow and pipette birds have been taken as the samples in the present study in

order to obtain the average values 'of wing load, wing area and aspect ratio. These

average values are indicated in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 1: Characteristics of wing shape of swallow bird

Number of Wing Load Wing Area, Sw Aspect Ratio

samples WI = Mg/Sb (mN/cm2) (cm2
) AR = L2b/Sb

1 0.140 66.5 9.778

2 0.146 70 9.657

3 0.186 69 9.647

Average 0.157 68.5 9.694

Table 2: Characteristics of wing shape of pipette bird

Number of Wing Load Wing Area, Sw Aspect Ratio

samples WI = Mg/Sb(mN/cm2) (cm2
) AR = L2

b/Sb

1 0.27 37.63 4.70

2 0.34 35.50 4.91

3 0.30 36.40 4.64

Average 0.30 36.51 4.75
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